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SLEEP (2013) 

 

On the 50th anniversary of Warhol’s cult film, Sleep I took the risk and decided to make a 

remake of the classic. Andy could not make it according to his plans due to the technical 

limitations, but this version will do it: No looping. Just 8 hours of sleep. 

“Andy was not experienced in using the camera and battery lasted only for couple of 

minutes. He was filming in small pieces during a period of approx 6 hours. Finally he could 

not use all of his material and he ended up in looping the movie from shorter clips.” 

The film will be published in YouTube and APN201.COM at Memorial Day, May 27th to 

commemorate the idea of original movie back from 1963. Later on the film will also be 

available as a DVD from Amazon.com. This release is pushing the boundary of technical 

capabilities of a single-layer DVD, probably being the longest of it’s kind. 

This 8-hour spectacle pays homage to Andy Warhol's classic from 1963. At his time the 

technology did not allow him to make it in full and even today the massive lenght of the film 

caused issues even on SD quality. Anyhow here it is - Juha Lilja sleeping for full 8 hours. No 

looping or faking.  

 
 

 

Author and artist Juha Lilja is an art form in real life and has become known as APN201: an 

art project and a person. A guy who, in his own words takes the Nike slogan "Just Do It" 

seriously. He is a modern technological era Artist, who is combining traditional medias into 

the Internet age, yet still maintaining a low-tech feel in his work despite using the latest 

technology to get them done. 

“As long as you have brain that is producing ideas you can do anything.” 


